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Abstract—Dynamic adaptive streaming has emerged as a
popular approach for video services in today’s Internet. To date,
the two important components in dynamic adaptive streaming,
video transcoding that generates the adaptive bitrates of a video
and video delivery that streams the videos to users, have been
separately studied, resulting in a huge waste of computation and
storage resource due to producing and caching different versions
of videos regardless of their demands. We conduct extensive
measurement studies of video sharing systems, including an IPTV
service which streams regular, professionally made videos and an
instant video clip sharing service which provides extremely short
user-generated videos, as well as the availability of computation
resource in conventional content delivery networks (CDNs).
Based on the measurement insights, we propose an online joint
transcoding and delivery approach for adaptive video streaming.
We formulate optimization problems to enable high streaming
quality for the users, and low computation and replication costs for
the system. In particular, our strategy connects video transcoding
and video delivery based on users’ preferences of CDN regions
and regional preferences of video versions. We analyze hardness
of these problems and design distributed solutions. Extensive
trace-driven experiments further demonstrate the superiority of
our design.

Index Terms—Network measurement, quality of experience,
video content delivery, video transcoding.
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I. INTRODUCTION

D YNAMIC adaptive streaming over HTTP (DASH)
has emerged as a popular video streaming approach

[1], widely implemented and supported by the industry, in-
cluding Apple HTTP Live Streaming, Microsoft Live Smooth
Streaming, and Adobe Adaptive Streaming. It allows users
with heterogeneous and dynamically changing network con-
ditions to receive an adaptive bitrate, achieving the best video
streaming experience in different contexts [2].
In adaptive streaming, video service providers have to not

only deliver the video segments (data blocks in a video that can
be downloaded over HTTP and played independently), but also
transcode the videos to different versions (i.e., videos with dif-
ferent bitrates of the same content) for the users. In this paper,
we refer to transcoding as transcoding a video to different bi-
trates, which may consume a lot of computation resource [3]. To
date, existing approaches separately perform video transcoding
and video delivery: being unaware of which segments users will
request, they transcode every video published with a set of fixed
versions, and replicate segments of different versions using the
same strategy.
Problems of the traditional approaches for adaptive streaming

are as follows. (1) Prefixed versions only allow users to choose
from a small set of candidate bitrates, which cannot effectively
adapt to the changing network conditions. (2) To address this
problem, video providers increase the number of adaptive ver-
sions—as both the number of uploaded videos and the number
of versions are increasing, a huge amount of computation re-
source is required to transcode all the videos to all the versions
[4]. As the distribution of video segment popularity is becoming
significantly heavy-tailed, i.e., a substantial fraction of video
segments are not requested at all, pre-transcoding them could
be a huge waste of valuable computation resource. The situa-
tion is exacerbated by today’s user-generated-content (UGC)-
based video sharing services [5]. (3) In addition, traditional ap-
proaches are oblivious of users’ preferences of different peering
servers (i.e., servers directly uploading the video segments to
users) when streaming video segments to users, leading to amis-
match between the download speed and the required segment
bitrate, e.g., a user being able to receive a high-bitrate segment
might be redirected to a peering server with a slow connection
to the user [6].
To address these problems, we propose to jointly schedule

segment transcoding and delivery in an online manner, using
geo-distributed computation and bandwidth resources. This
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design philosophy allows us to jointly optimize the streaming
quality for users and minimize the computation and bandwidth
cost for transcoding and replicating the video segments. To
motivate our study, we measure the user request patterns of
different video streams in a representative video streaming
service in China, BesTV1 (an IPTV system serving over 16 mil-
lion users) and Weishi2 (an instant video clip sharing service
serving over 18 million users). We have made the following
observations. (1) Due to the skewness of the distributions of
popularity of the videos, segments and versions, the online
transcoding paradigm is promising to significantly reduce the
demand for computation resource.
To exploit the practical feasibility of implementing joint

transcoding and delivery in widely deployed CDNs, we fur-
ther measure the availability of computation and bandwidth
resources in Tencent CDN,3 which serves over 70% of the
traffic from one of the largest content providers in China. We
have further made the following observations. (2) A substan-
tial amount of idle computation resource is available on the
backend servers (i.e., servers supporting the peering servers),
and the amount is relatively stable over time, indicating that on-
line transcoding can be effectively performed by these backend
servers. (3) Peering servers are deployed at different geographic
locations and connected to different Internet Service Providers
(ISPs), such that users’ download speeds differ when streaming
from servers in different CDN regions. Therefore, users have
different preferences of CDN servers in different regions from
which to receive segments, while servers in different regions
have different preferences of versions of video segments to
transcode.
Based on our previous work [7], we substantially extend the

measurement study, the analysis and evaluation in this paper.
Our contributions are summarized as follows.
• We conduct large-scale measurement studies not only on
traditional adaptive video streaming services, but also on
the recent instant social video sharing services, to motivate
our proposal, to derive guidelines for our design, and to
investigate the feasibility of its practical implementation.

• To achieve good streaming qualities, low computation re-
source consumption, and low segment replication cost, we
connect video transcoding and video delivery based on
users’ region preferences and regional version preferences,
i.e., we use users’ preferences of regions to redirect them
to their ideal peering servers, and use the regional version
preferences to schedule the transcoding tasks. In partic-
ular, segments are transcoded to a set of pre-defined ver-
sions according to the strategy designed, in the on-demand
fashion. We formulate optimization problems for video
transcoding/delivery decisions, analyze the NP-hardness
of the problems and design practical algorithms to com-
pute the solutions.

• We conduct extensive trace-driven experiments to evaluate
the effectiveness of our algorithms, and show that both

1[Online]. Available: http://www.bestv.com.cn/
2[Online]. Available: http://weishi.qq.com/
3[Online]. Available: http://www.tencent.com/

users’ experience and system’s computation resource uti-
lization are improved by our proposal.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We discuss re-
lated works in Section II. We present the measurement insights
that motivate our design in Section III, present our detailed de-
sign in Section IV, and verify its effectiveness by experiments
in Section V. Finally we conclude the paper in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

We survey related literature on today’s HTTP-based adap-
tive streaming, quality of experience in adaptive streaming,
CDN-based streaming architectures, and conventional video
transcoding schemes.

A. HTTP-Based Adaptive Streaming
The rapid growth of HTTP streaming is partly due to the ex-

tensive support from content distribution networks (CDN) [8].
HTTP video streaming works by breaking the overall video
stream into a sequence of small HTTP-based file downloads.
Due to the best-effort nature of streaming videos over the In-
ternet, Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH) has
been proposed to adapt the streaming rates from Web servers.
DASH was developed in 2010 [1] and has become a new stan-
dard in 2011 [2] to enable high-quality streaming of media con-
tent over the Internet, delivered from conventional HTTP Web
servers. However, in the conventional DASH framework, how
the segments should be jointly transcoded and delivered is not
technically discussed.

B. Quality of Experience in Adaptive Streaming
The quality of experience (QoE) in video streaming is a crit-

ical factor that reflects the effectiveness of the streaming strate-
gies. For conventional video streaming, metrics including bi-
trate, packet loss and delay are generally used [9], [10]. For
adaptive video streaming, since bitrate changes during a ses-
sion, the inference of the quality of experience has to take the
new feature into consideration. Mok et al. [11] studied the in-
ference of the quality of experience in adaptive video streaming
such as DASH, and observed that both streaming bitrate and
user activities can affect the quality of experience. In our design
and evaluation, we take these metrics of quality of experience
into account.

C. Streaming Architecture Based on CDN
Many architectures have been proposed to implement large-

scale video streaming services including the CDN-based ar-
chitectures [8]. CDNs can significantly assist in HTTP-based
streaming with servers deployed in multiple geographical loca-
tions across multiple ISPs [12]. Since today’s CDNs are mainly
designed and optimized to serve web contents [13], HTTP video
streaming can be regarded as downloading video segments pro-
gressively from web servers via the HTTP protocol. Users ex-
perience higher-quality streaming by receiving streams at more
reliable bandwidth from the CDN servers. Recently, Adhikari
et al. [6] proposed a multi-CDN scheme for real-world video
systems to further improve the streaming quality. Traditional
studies on video streaming have been focusing on improving
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the connectivity between streaming servers and users from the
network aspect.

D. Video Transcoding Schemes
Compared with the traditional video streaming paradigm,

DASH enables a much larger number of quality versions,
requiring a huge amount of computation resource to transcode
these versions of videos. Dedicated transcoders are developed
to speed up video transcoding [14]. There were also some
works on using the computation resource in a cloud cluster for
video transcoding. Lao et al. [4] designed a MapReduce-based
video transcoding scheme for distributing transcoding tasks.
Huang et al. [15] proposed CloudStream, which schedules the
video transcoding tasks inside a cluster according to properties
of the videos. Traditional studies on video transcoding have
been exploiting dedicated devices or computation resource,
leading to the decoupling of segment transcoding and delivery.
Most related works on adaptive streaming have investigated

video delivery and video transcoding separately, i.e., videos are
pre-transcoded centrally, and then replicated to CDN servers for
delivery using the same strategy, e.g., a full replication scheme.
In this paper, we explore the design space of joint transcoding
and delivery using geo-distributed computation and network
resources.

III. MEASUREMENTS AND OBSERVATIONS

We conduct measurement studies to motivate our design, and
summarize design principles learnt.

A. Measurement Setup
To demonstrate the benefits and feasibility of our proposal,

we use large-scale measurement studies based on valuable
traces collected from BesTV and Tencent CDN.
Traces of Users’ Video Viewing Patterns: To study the poten-

tial of using an online transcoding scheme to save computation
resource, we have collected real-world traces on video access
patterns from two respective video services: (1) BesTV, an In-
ternet Protocol Television (IPTV) system, and (2) Weishi, an
instant social video sharing system, both based in China. De-
tailed traces on user behaviors in both systems are collected as
follows.
• In BesTV, videos are published into 17 categories, and
pre-transcoded into 4 versions (700 Kbps, 1300 Kbps,
2300 Kbps and 4000 Kbps). We collected viewing ac-
tivities of users in Heilongjiang province in November
2012, about how 190 K videos were watched by users
from over 3 million IP addresses. For each of the videos,
the traces record which segments were downloaded by
which users, including the time stamp when a segment
was downloaded, the user ID, the video ID, the size and
version of the segment, and the time spent in downloading
the segment. Using these data, we can show the great
potential of our joint transcoding and streaming paradigm
in Section III-B.

• In Weishi, extremely short videos (in 10 seconds) are gen-
erated by individuals and shared with their “followers”.
Each video in Weishi is transcoded into the following ver-
sions: a) , 2000 Kbps; b) , 1050 Kbps;

Fig. 1. Popularity of videos, segments, and versions in BesTV (Heilongjiang,
November 2012). (a) Number of user views versus the rank of video. (b) Number
of segment requests versus segment index for different versions.

c) 480x480, 500 Kbps; d) , 300 Kbps. In the
Weishi traces, each item records when a video with a par-
ticular version is downloaded by which IP, and from which
CDN server. Using these traces, we are able to demonstrate
the effectiveness of online transcoding for instant video
sharing services.

Traces of CDN Characteristics: To study the feasibility of
online transcoding in a CDN system, which has already been
widely used for adaptive streaming, we collected traces of the
backend and peering servers from Tencent CDN, as follows.
(1) CPU load patterns: To study the computation resource
availability for segment transcoding, we collected the CPU load
traces from the backend servers. In particular, the average CPU
load of over 5 thousand servers was recorded every 5 minutes,
throughout the whole month of March 2013. Each CPU load
trace item contains the timestamp and the CPU load, recorded
as the average number of processes waiting on each CPU core,
e.g., a CPU load greater than 1 indicates that the server is fully
loaded. (2) Bandwidth patterns: To study the users’ preferences
of CDN regions, and the regional preferences of versions to
transcode, we have collected traces including 3.39 billion TCP
connections from peering servers located at 55 regions in May
2013. These TCP connections were established to download
contents with sizes varying from tens of bytes to 4.8 GB.
Each of the trace items contains the following information: the
timestamp indicating when a TCP connection was established,
the client IP, the number of downloaded bytes and the duration
of the connection. In Section III-C, we use these data to study
the feasibility and provide guidelines for our design.

B. Users’ Watching Behavior
Popularity of Professional Videos Published in the IPTV Ser-

vice: Based on the video viewing records in BesTV, Fig. 1(a) il-
lustrates the distribution of video popularity. Each sample rep-
resents the number of user requests for a video in one month
versus the rank of the video. We observe that over 53% of these
videos had no viewers in a month. This can be explained by
the fact that the time users spend in watching videos grows
much slower than the growth of the number of videos, and such
skewness of the popularity distribution is also prevalent in other
UGC-based video sharing systems, such as YouTube [5].
In Fig. 1(a), only 13% of the videos have a monthly viewing

number larger than 500. We further investigate how different
segments with different versions inside such a relatively popular
video (with about 1,000 segments), were requested by users.
Fig. 1(b) illustrates the distribution of the requests for segments
of one of the most popular videos. Each curve represents the
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Fig. 2. Number of views versus the rank of video in Weishi (February 27,
2014).

Fig. 3. Number of video requests and video uploads over time in Weishi
(February 27, 2014).

number of segment requests versus the index of the segment.We
observe that (1) only a small range of segments were requested
by many users, e.g., the first tens of the segments; (2) different
versions received different numbers of requests, e.g., the version
of 4000 Kbps was requested by much more users; and (3) a
large fraction of segments were requested by no one for some
versions, e.g., the last segments of the 700 Kbps and 1300 Kbps
versions.
Viewing Patterns in Instant Social Video Sharing Services:

We first study the distribution of the popularity of instant video
clips generated by users in Weishi. As illustrated in Fig. 2, a
sample represents the number of views of a video versus the
rank of the video in one day. We have sampled over 10,000
videos from over 1.6 million videos viewed on February
27, 2014. We observe that the popularity distribution can be
nicely fit using a zipf distribution (with the space parameter

), indicating that viewers in the instant video sharing
service also concentrate on the most popular videos in a highly
skewed manner. Uniformly transcoding every video is thus a
waste of computation resource.
Next, we investigate how videos are generated by users in the

instant video sharing service. In Fig. 3, the two curves represent
the number of video uploads and the number of video requests
by users in each hour. Our observations are: (1) The number
of requests is larger than the number of uploads by 250 times.
Over time, there will be much more videos generated than what
users may watch. (2) The peak hour of video requests is several
hours later than that of video uploads: the time difference may
allow us to perform the transcoding task schedule, detailed in
Section IV.

Fig. 4. Number of videos requested by users in the first three days after they
were generated.

Fig. 5. CDF of elapse between upload and the first request.

We then study how the user-uploaded videos were requested
in the following time window after they were generated. In
Fig. 4, the red reference line denotes the number of videos up-
loaded by users in one day (February 26, 2014), and each bar
represents the number of videos among them that are requested
(for the first time) on the following th day ( ). We
observe that around 70% of the videos were requested in the
same day when they were uploaded, but much fewer attract
viewers after that. Around 30% of user-generated videos were
not viewed at all by others after they were published.
Finally, we study when the videos (that were ever requested)

were requested by their first viewers. We plot the CDF of the
elapse between the upload time of a video and the time the
first request for the video was issued in Fig. 5, over 300,000
videos. We observe that over 40% (resp. 55% and 85%) of
the videos were requested 1 hour (resp. 8 hours and 24 hours)
after they were uploaded. These observations show that (1) pre-
transcoding which transcodes videos that are not needed in the
near future wastes computation resource, and (2) the upload-
download elapse of videos is different, resulting in the different
“urgency levels” for them to be transcoded.
The above observations indicate that asmore andmore videos

are published, by both the professional content providers and
individuals, pre-transcoding every segment of all videos into an
increasing number of versions can be a huge waste of computa-
tion resource, motivating our online transcoding solution.

C. Availability of Idle Computation Resource in CDNs
Realtime monitoring of Akamai’s severs [16] has revealed

that the CPU load on their CDN servers can be efficiently mea-
sured, which varies across different servers. We further measure
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Fig. 6. Average CPU load of backend servers. (a) Average CPU load in 15
minutes versus the rank of the server. (8PM, March 5, 2013). (b) Average CPU
load on servers of different regions (March 5, 2013).

Fig. 7. Variation of server CPU load over time. (a) CPU load on three represen-
tative back-end servers (March 5, 2013). (b) CDF of the coefficient of variation
of all the servers (March 5, 2013).

the idle computation resource on Tencent CDN servers, to ex-
plore the feasibility of performing video transcoding using such
idle resource.
Fig. 6(a) plots the CPU load—the average number of pro-

cesses waiting on each CPU core of the backend servers—in a
representative time slot of 15 minutes. We observe that in this
time slot, the CPU load of the 5,441 backend servers varied from
around 0 to 8.6, and as many as 72.4% (resp. 55.9%) of the
backend servers had a CPU load smaller than 1.0 (resp. 0.5),
showing that a substantial amount of the computation resource
in the CDN is available and can be exploited. The reason for
such high availability is that many backend servers are only as-
signed to simple I/O tasks, e.g., loading data from the distributed
storage system for the peering servers.
We further study the availability of computation resource in

a region of the CDN. We use a city-ISP pair to identify a re-
gion. Fig. 6(b) illustrates the CPU load on four largest regions
(Xian-China Telecom, Tianjin-China Telecom, Chengdu-China
Telecom and Beijing-China Telecom) that Tencent CDN covers,
i.e., the average CPU load of all the backend servers in that re-
gion. We also observe the existence of available computation
resource at the region level, and the variance of the CPU load in
different regions, e.g., the CPU load of Xian-China Telecom is
much lower than that of Beijing-China Telecom.
Since these back-end servers can be scheduled to run different

tasks, their idle computation resource may vary over time. To
make use of these resource for segment transcoding, relative
stability of the idle resource which reflects the churning level
of CPU loads of servers overtime, is a key. Fig. 7(a) plots the
CPU load of 3 servers, which is sampled once every 5 minutes.
We calculate an average coefficient of variation ( ) to eval-
uate the daily churning level of the CPU load on each server,
as follows: , where
random variable denotes the CPU load in hour (expecta-
tion computed using 12 samples in each hour). A large im-
plies more churns of the CPU load over time. We observe that
the server with a relatively stable CPU load over time achieves

Fig. 8. Download speeds of users downloading from different peering servers.
(a) Comparison of average download speeds of users downloading from dif-
ferent peering servers (May 4, 2013). (b) CDF of ratio of two speeds.

, and the server with significantly varying CPU load
achieves .
Fig. 7(b) further plots the distribution of s of all the

backend servers. We observe that over 70% of the servers
achieve a smaller than 0.5, indicating that the CPU load
of many backend servers is relatively stable, such that their
capacities for performing video transcoding in the near future
can be guaranteed. We seek to exploit such resource availability
in our transcoding task scheduling.

D. Users’ Preferences of Streaming From Different CDN
Regions
In the context of online transcoding, we are allowed the

degree of freedom that segments can be transcoded in dif-
ferent CDN regions. Next, we explore the guidelines for such
transcoding schedule.
We show the diversity in download speed across regional

CDN servers. Which version of a video segment is requested
by a user depends on the user’s download speed. Based on the
TCP traces of the peering servers, we compare the download
speeds of about 150 users who downloaded from different
peering servers in the same 10 minutes on May 4, 2013. In
Fig. 8(a), each sample is the average download speed of a
user downloading from a regional CDN server deployed in
Shanghai (SH), versus the average download speed of the same
user downloading from another server deployed in Shenzhen
(SZ), both with the same ISP. We further plot the CDF of the
ratio of the two speeds in Fig. 8(b), and observe that for over
79% of the users, their download speeds differs by times
when they are downloading from different servers (marked red
in this figure), indicating that redirecting users to their ideal
peering servers can help a majority of users to receive a better
streaming quality.

E. Regions’ Preferences of Different Versions to Transcode
On the other hand, to study the regional preference of ver-

sions to transcode, we calculate the average download speeds
of users downloading from the peering servers. In Fig. 9, each
sample represents the average download speed in one day, of all
users served by a server versus the rank of the server. We ob-
serve that the average download speed varies quite significantly
across these peering servers, from 170 Kbps to 1.1 Mbps.
We further study the download speeds from servers in

different regions to users. In Fig. 10, each bar represents
the minimal, average and maximal download speeds from
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Fig. 9. Average download speed of users from different peering servers on
May 4, 2013.

Fig. 10. Average user download speed in different CDN regions on May 4,
2013.

the peering servers in a region. We observe that the average
download speeds across different regions vary from 180 Kbps
(region BJT, i.e., Beijing-China Telecom) to 512 Kbps (region
ZJM, i.e., Zhejiang-China Mobile).
These observations tell us the following: Peering servers are

physically deployed at different locations and with different
ISPs, so that the Internet connectivity and the average band-
width capacity are different. Given the different connectivities,
servers in different regions are suitable to transcode segments
into different versions, e.g., a region with a low server-to-user
download speed should produce low-bitrate segments. Satis-
fying such preferences of regions for transcoding task schedule
can lead to reduced cost of replicating transcoded segments,
since segments are transcoded where they are to be requested.

IV. JOINT ONLINE TRANSCODING AND
GEO-DISTRIBUTED DELIVERY

In this section, we present our design of joint online
transcoding and geo-distributed delivery strategy. Before
presenting the details, we give the assumptions/non-goals in
our study: first, we assume the transcoding is performed from
high-bitrate versions to low-bitrate versions; second, we as-
sume segments of the highest versions are already replicated to
the geo-distributed CDN regions; third, we focus on improving
users’ streaming quality and reducing the computation resource
consumption, while not particularly considering the allocation
of storage resource.

A. Framework
Fig. 11 illustrates our design, where segments in different

versions of videos are transcoded upon users’ requests. In
this example, represent segments of different
versions, requested by a user during her streaming session. ,

and are CDN regions (each is represented by a pair of a
geographical location and an ISP) where backend servers and
peering servers are deployed. Segments can be transcoded at

Fig. 11. Joint online transcoding and geo-distributed streaming: an illustration.

Fig. 12. Framework of our joint online transcoding and delivery mechanism.

selected regions (e.g., is transcoded in region ), replicated
between regions (e.g., is replicated from region to ),
and delivered to users, all in an online manner.
Fig. 12 further illustrates the framework of our online

transcoding and delivery scheme, which schedules segment
transcoding and replication periodically: based on the recent in-
formation collected in time slot , we perform transcoding
and replication of segments that are likely to be requested in
time slot . In practice, the length of a time slot should be sim-
ilar to the playback duration of a segment. In our experiments
later, set the length of a time slot to be 10 seconds, the same as
the playback duration of a segment. The collected information
includes: (1) Users’ preferences of different regions to receive
segments. In our design, we allow users to use a bandwidth
estimation approach (e.g., abget [17] which incurs little band-
width overhead to measure the end-to-end bandwidth) to rank a
set of candidate peering servers, in the descending order of the
estimated download speed. (2) The number of requests for a
particular segment, which can be predicted according to users’
segment requests in previous time slots, e.g., we assume most
of users will play videos in a consecutive way, issuing very few
seeks during the playback [18], and we predict the number of
users requesting a segment accordingly as the number of users
downloading the previous segment in the previous time slot.
Based on the CDN-to-user bandwidth information in the pre-
vious time slot, we further estimate which particular versions
of the segments will be requested by users in the next time slot.
(3) The idle computation resource. As many backend servers
have stable CPU load over time according to our measurement
study, we use the level of computation resource in the current
time slot as the available computation resource in the next time
slot. Other regression models (e.g., ARIMA [19]) can also be
explored to achieve better prediction accuracy, which we will
investigate in the future.
Using such information, we perform the following. (1) User

redirection. To enable high-quality streaming, our design
redirects users to their ideal regions so that they can receive
segments at high bitrates. We are redirecting users at regional
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level, i.e., a region with the highest CDN-to-user bandwidth
will be selected to serve a user’s request, and peering servers
in the same region will serve user requests in a round-robin
manner. (2) Transcoding segment selection. Backend servers
with idle CPU resource perform video transcoding, by slicing
a video into multiple segments, containing closed groups of
pictures (GoPs) that can be transcoded independently [15].
To allow a smooth playback, when a segment of a particular
version is not transcoded timely, we send the requesting user
the segment of an alternative version, whose bitrate is the
closest lower to the requested version. We prioritize requested
versions of segments that are less desirable to be replaced by al-
ternative versions due to large bitrate difference between them,
to be transcoded when computation resource is not sufficient.
(3) Transcoding task assignment. A transcoded segment is
cached by the backend servers and replicated to other regions,
according to our replication strategy. Transcoding is performed
at strategically selected regions, so that the cost of replicating
the transcoded segments to other regions can be minimized.

B. Quality-Driven Redirection

In our design, a user is redirected to her ideal region where
segments are generated on the fly. This design principle al-
lows users to choose a CDN region with the largest download
speed to receive the segments, without considering the segment
availability.
We formulate the region-level user redirection problem as

an optimization problem. Let denote the predicted set of
users requesting different segments in the system in time slot ,
and be the set of CDN regions. We use to denote a redi-
rection strategy, where the binary variable (resp. 0)
indicates that user will (resp. will not) be downloading from
region in the next time slot .
In the context of adaptive video streaming, we assume that

users expect to receive a large bitrate for good streaming quality
whenever possible. Thus, we use to denote user ’s pref-
erence to download from region . can be defined as a
concave increasing function of the estimated download speed
achieved when user downloads from peering servers in re-
gion . The optimization problem is as follows:

(1)

subject to

where is the version with the highest bitrate that can
receive when she downloads from region , is the bitrate of
version , and is the bandwidth capacity of peering severs
in region . The rationale of the optimization is to maximize the
streaming quality for users by the redirection.

Theorem 1: The problem of redirecting users to CDN regions
such that their preferences can be maximally satisfied, as formu-
lated in (1), is NP-hard.

Proof: We reduce a conventional 0/1 knapsack problem,
which is NP-hard, to this problem. The 0/1 knapsack problem
has the following structure:

subject to

where are the optimization variables. For any
0/1 knapsack problem as above, we reduce it to our redirection
problem as follows:
1. Let , ;
2. Let ;
3. Let ;
4. Let .
According to the procedure above, these reduction operations

take linear time to complete, and the final results for the 0/1
knapsack problem are . Therefore,
our problem is NP-hard.
We design an algorithm to heuristically solve the optimal user

redirection problem in a distributed manner, described as fol-
lows. (1)When a user starts to watch a video, the system assigns
her a list of candidate peering servers from regions with the
lowest load. (2) The user ranks these servers in descending order
of the estimated download speeds as discussed in Section IV-A,
and sends connection requests to these servers. (3) On the other
hand, a peering server may receive connection requests from
many users, and can only accept a limited number of users ac-
cording to its available bandwidth . The request from user
is prioritized to be accepted if she has a larger

with the CDN region —this value reflects a marginal “gain”
in streaming quality by a unit of bandwidth allocated. (4) The
user selects the best peering server from the ones accepting her
request according to the ranked list. In a real system, this al-
gorithm can be effectively implemented and executed in a dis-
tributed manner.

C. Region-Preference-Aware Transcoding Schedule

After users are redirected to the CDN regions, they send
requests for video segments of different versions. Based on
the segment request prediction, we perform the transcoding
task schedule, which works in two steps: (1) we prioritize the
segment transcoding tasks such that important segments are
transcoded more urgently; and (2) we distribute the transcoding
tasks to CDN regions, such that segments are transcoded where
they are more likely to be requested.
Prioritizing Segment Transcoding Tasks: We prioritize the

segment transcoding tasks according to the importance of these
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Fig. 13. Segment importance: an illustration.

segments. We denote as the importance level of segment
of version in time slot , which depends on the following fac-
tors: (1) the estimated number of user requests for the segment,
discussed in Section IV-A; and (2) the quality-wise importance
of the segment, which depends on the existing versions of the
same segment. In particular, can be calculated as follows:

where denotes the predicted number of requests of the
particular segment in the next time slot , and is the
streaming quality gain if the segment is transcoded to version .

is calculated as the “mismatch” level of the bitrate if is
not transcoded as follows:

otherwise

where is the set of all the versions of the segment existing
in the system. is in the range (0,1]. When there exist re-
placement versions with lower bitrates, the one with the closest
bitrate will be served to users, yielding ,
where is the original bitrate and is the closest bitrate;
when there is no replacement version, is set to 1. A larger

thus indicates that users will receive a highly mismatched
bitrate if the version is not transcoded, and version is im-
portant to segment in terms of streaming quality of its re-
ceivers. Fig. 13 gives an example of the importance of segments:
a solid block represents a segment transcoded, and a dashed
block represents one that is not transcoded yet. When segments
( ) and ( ) are both requested by the same number of
users, ( ) is prioritized to be transcoded over ( ), since
users requesting ( ) can be served by an alternative version
( ), while no version of segment exists in the system.
Based on the definition of the importance level of segments,

we determine which segments among all the requested ones in
, to be transcoded by formulating it as an optimization

problem, as follows:

(2)

subject to

where (resp. 0) indicates that segment will
(resp. will not) be transcoded in the next time slot ,
is the amount of computation resource required to transcode
a segment , and is the aggregated idle computation
resource from the CDN region . According to [15], it takes
different CPU times to generate different segments in the same
video. In our design, we use the average CPU time spent on
generating historical segments of a particular version and size,
to estimate the computation resource required to transcode any
segment with that version and size.
The optimization, which is a 0-1 knapsack problem, is to

select a set of segments that are most important in the next
time slot . We design the following algorithm to solve this
problem: (1) We collect the information for prediction in a cen-
tralized manner, e.g., users (resp. backend servers) report which
segments they are downloading (resp. the CPU load informa-
tion) to a centralized server, which will perform the prediction;
(2) Based on the prediction, we rank the requested segments in
descending order of ; (3) We iteratively select seg-
ments from the ranked list to transcode, and update computation
resource consumption, until the available idle computation re-
source is used up.
Scheduling Transcoding Tasks Across Regions: After the

tasks are selected, they are to be scheduled to different regions
where backend servers can provide the computation resource.
Without loss of generality, we let (resp. 0) if region
will (resp. will not) transcode segment —the segment

will be replicated from this region which originally stores the
transcoded version, to other regions where users request it.
According to our measurement studies in Section III, hetero-

geneous preferences of video versions exist at different regions,
due to the different download speeds from the servers at dif-
ferent regions. As a result, it is promising to strategically assign
transcoding tasks of different segments to backend servers at
different CDN regions for a minimized replication cost.
We use to denote the overall replication cost if seg-

ment is transcoded in region . It can be calculated as
follows:

where is the number of requests of segment to be
served by a region , represents the replication cost
when segment is replicated from region to region , de-
pending on the size of the segment and the bandwidth between
CDN regions and . Important factors that affect the replica-
tion cost are as follows: (1) The pricing strategy for data trans-
mission between different peering points, e.g., Internet service
providers may charge differently for traffic across different re-
gions; (2) The load of the peering servers, e.g., a video service
provider may want to reserve bandwidth on the heavy-loaded
servers to directly serve users instead of replicating segments.
is a threshold of the number of requesting users from a region to
trigger a replication. can be derived from the optimiza-
tion in (1), which determines the redirection of users. The ratio-
nale of this definition is that, in our design, a transcoded segment
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can be replicated from where it is transcoded to other regions
where it is substantially requested (i.e., )—a large

indicates a large replication cost between CDN regions
if segment is transcoded by region .
Let denote the set of segments to be transcoded in time

slot , calculated according to the segment selection proce-
dure above. The task assignment problem is then formulated as
follows:

(3)

subject to

The rationale of the optimization is to schedule the segment
transcoding tasks to different CDN regions, so that the overall
replication cost can be minimized. In our implementation, we
design the following algorithm to solve the problem, as follows:
(1) We first rank all the pairs of the CDN regions and segments
(i.e., elements), in ascending order of ;
(2) we pick the region-segment pair, , with the smallest

and assign the transcoding task of segment ( ) to re-
gion ; (3) we update the available computation resource of the
selected region, and iteratively perform (2) until all computation
resources in all the regions are fully used up. This algorithm can
be implemented in a centralized manner, where a central server
is deployed to collect the request information from streaming
servers and make the decisions. The time complexity of the al-
gorithm is determined by the sort operation to the paris of CDN
regions and segments, i.e., . Since we
run the algorithm in each time slot, the number of requested seg-
ments is limited; and the number of CDN regions is a constant
number. Such implementation has been well applied in peer-as-
sisted on-demand streaming systems [20], where a central server
tracks the storage status of peers to help them find each other.

Algorithm 1 Transcoding task schedule.

1: procedure TRANSCODING TASK SCHEDULE
2: Let
3: Let
4: Rank CDN region and segment pairs ( ) in

ascending order of
5: for in the ranked list do
6: if then
7: Let
8: Let
9: Remove pairs with from the ranked list
10: endif
11: end for
12: end procedure

In our design, regions with a request number of a segment
larger than will serve a replication of the segment; while for
other regions with numbers of requests smaller than , they
will further redirect the users to other regions with the segment
transcoded or replicated, according to the users’ preferences.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A. Experiment Setup
We develop an event-driven simulation platform which takes

users’ viewing activities, and the transcoding and redirection
decisions as events to drive the experiments. We set up our ex-
periments following traces we have collected, and compare our
design with a pre-transcoding baseline scheme. Details are as
follows.
• Users. According to models summarized from user
viewing traces in BesTV, we simulate 10,000 users, each
of whom repeatedly joins different video sessions. A user
is randomly associated with a region among 30 regions,
and has different download speeds from different regional
CDN servers, based on the region-to-region speeds from
our collected TCP traces, to be detailed later. After a user
joins the system, she selects a video to watch according
to the video popularity distribution, and the probability
for a video to be selected is proportional to its popularity,
counted based on the number of views in our traces. The
indices of the first segments users start to view also follow
a Zipf distribution, with a shape parameter 1.29. When
playing a video, a user plays (downloads) sequentially
the segments, and may jump to a random segment ahead
with a probability of 0.05. The rationale is that in a video
session, how users request segments follows a pattern that
users generally play forward and issue a few seeks, most
of which are forward seeks [21]. Before leaving a video
session, the number of segments a user downloads follows
a Zipf distribution with a shape parameter 1.12.

• Video Provider. New videos are published every 10 time
slots, as professional videos (e.g., movies and TV shows in
BesTV) are generally published regularly on a daily basis.
The popularity of videos follows a zipf distribution with a
shape parameter 1.. In our experiments, the default number
of segments in each video is 200, and the default number
of versions is 4, if not specified otherwise. The bitrates of
the versions are uniformly distributed between the lowest
user download speed, and the highest user download speed.
Each segment renders a 10-second playback, and the com-
putation resource required to transcode a segment is ran-
domly distributed within [5], [7] CPU seconds [22].

• CDN Regions. We simulate 30 regions. We set a region-to-
user average download speed according to the download
speed of 10 IP prefixes randomly selected from the CDN
traces, i.e., the download speed of an IP prefix is the av-
erage download speed of users with the same prefix in an
one-week time span, varying from 70 Kbps to 2.2 Mbps.
In our experiments, the aggregated CDN bandwidth is suf-
ficient for all the users to stream at their ideal bitrates,
and we randomly divide the bandwidth allocation across
the regions. We assign the replication cost between each
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Fig. 14. Computation resource saved by online transcoding under different
number of versions.

pair of regions within [0,1], and a replication parameter
. A region has a varying idle computation resource

over time with randomly selected in [0,0.5], and the
average amount of computation resource will be presented
in the experiments.

Baseline Algorithm. We compare our design with a general
pre-transcoding and load-based redirection strategy: (1) For
segment transcoding, all versions of the videos are transcoded
before publication, and each transcoded segment is replicated
to 3 initial regions randomly selected (i.e., the pre-transcoding
scheme); (2) For user redirection, when requesting a segment,
a user is redirected to a region which currently has the highest
available upload bandwidth (i.e., the load-based redirection
scheme).

B. Experiment Results

Saving of Computation Resource: In this experiment, we as-
sume that the CDN can provide unlimited computation resource
when transcoding is performed, such that we can satisfy all the
segment requests of users. In Fig. 14, the curves represent com-
putation resource saved by our design under different number of
versions, compared with the pre-transcoding scheme. In partic-
ular, each sample is the fraction of computation resource that has
been saved over the computation resource required to transcode
videos to all the versions till a simulation round. We observe
that as the number of versions increases, the computation re-
source saved by online transcoding increases, e.g., over 90% of
the computation resource can be saved when the number of ver-
sions is over 8. The reason is that transcoding segments with
no viewer to many versions costs a large amount of compu-
tation resource. We also observe that the amount of computa-
tion resource saving decreases in the first several rounds when
new videos are published, and becomes stable afterwards. The
reason is that in our design, computation resource is mainly used
to transcode the most popular segments after the videos are pub-
lished, and users who watch videos later largely request the seg-
ments that have already been transcoded.
Then, we investigate the impact of the number of videos pub-

lished each time and the number of segments in each video. In
this experiment, we fix the number of versions to 4. In Fig. 15,
each bar represents the computation resource saving when a par-
ticular number of videos are published each time. We observe
that publishing a large number of videos per time slot gener-
ally leads to larger computation resource saving. The reason is

Fig. 15. Computation resource saved by online transcoding under different
numbers of videos and segments.

Fig. 16. Comparison of download speeds achieved at users under different
redirection strategies.

that the popularity distribution of the videos is heavy-tailed, and
more videos with no viewer cause more waste of computation
resource with the pre-transcoding scheme.
Improvement of Quality of Experience: Taking advantage

of online transcoding, users are able to be redirected to their
ideal regions to achieve improved download speeds, and to re-
ceive segments with bitrates that best fit their download speeds.
Next, we evaluate the improvement of the overall quality of
experience.
Online transcoding allows users to be statically redirected

to servers that serve particular segments, and improves the
download speeds of users. We compare our redirection strategy
with the load-based redirection scheme. In Fig. 16, the curves
plot the user download speeds achieved by different strategies
and the difference between them, versus the rank of users.
We observe that our strategy can effectively schedule users to
their ideal regions, with an average 150 Kbps improvement of
download bandwidth, as compared to the load-based redirection
scheme. The reason is that the load-based redirection scheme
only considers segment replication and available bandwidth
of the regions, while our strategy allows users to choose their
ideal regions.
With the improvement of download speeds, the startup delay

for users to watch videos can be reduced. In this experiment,
we assume users have to fill a buffer of 256KB before starting
playing a video. In Fig. 17, we plot the CDFs of startup delays
achieved by our design and the load-based redirection strategy.
Our design reduces the startup delay by over 2.5 seconds on
average against the load-based strategy. In particular, over 15%
more users in the load-based strategy have to experience a
startup delay larger than 10 seconds, than that in our design.
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Fig. 17. Comparison of startup delays achieved by different redirection
strategies.

Fig. 18. Comparison of best versions received at users under different redirec-
tion strategies.

The quality of experience in adaptive video streaming also
depends on bitrates of segments users receive, which determine
the image quality of videos. We compare the best versions users
receive under different redirection strategies. Again, we fix the
number of versions to 4. As illustrated in Fig. 18, each curve
represents the version downloaded versus the user rank. We ob-
serve that as many as 44.8% of the users receive a version of a
higher bitrate with our strategy than that with the load-based
redirection scheme. In particular, over 4.5x users receive the
version with the highest possible bitrate with our redirection
strategy than with the load-based redirection scheme.
Fitness of the Transcoded Segments: In the following experi-

ment, we will evaluate the effectiveness of our transcoding task
schedule, on howwell the transcoded segments match the users’
requests. We compare our transcoding scheduling scheme with
an FIFO-based scheme, where the transcoding tasks are per-
formed according to request arrivals in an FIFO manner. For
a fair comparison, we assume that users have already been redi-
rected to regions according to our redirection strategy for both
schemes. By varying the average computation resource in the
regions, we evaluate the fitness of the transcoded segments. In
Fig. 19, each sample represents the average bitrate difference
between the bitrates of the received version and the requested
version at all users versus the average computation resource of
the region, calculated as the average number of segments that
can be generated by the region. Note that the real computation
resource may be different across the regions as it takes different
amount of computation resource to transcode different versions.
A larger difference indicates a larger streaming quality degra-
dation, as users have to receive a replacement segment with a
much smaller bitrate. We observe that the average bitrate differ-
ence is much smaller with our design. In particular, our strategy

Fig. 19. Comparison of bitrate mismatch under different transcoding
schedules.

Fig. 20. Mismatch of versions of segments at users over time.

Fig. 21. Average replication cost per time slot versus the number of versions.

can reduce the number of users who have to receive a segment
of a mismatched version by over 42.2%.
To avoid users waiting for a segment that cannot be

transcoded by the system on time, our design allows a low-ver-
sion replacement segment to be sent to a user. We study the
number of mismatch responses served to users since the publi-
cation of a set of 50 videos. The two curves in Fig. 20 represent
the number of mismatched responses served to users over
time. The number of mismatched versions for users with our
design is 40% smaller, when the requested segments cannot
be transcoded on time. Besides, the mismatched number of
segments decreases over time as the transcoded segments are
cached in our design.
Replication Cost: Our design utilizes regional preferences of

versions when assigning transcoding tasks. Next, we evaluate
the replication cost under different numbers of video versions.
In Fig. 21, each curve represents the replication cost versus the
number of versions, with a particular number of segments in
each video. We observe that a larger number of versions leads
to a smaller replication cost. The reason is that when more ver-
sions are available, our design can effectively allow regions to
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Fig. 22. Redirection performance difference between optimal solution and our
algorithm.

transcode heterogeneous versions that best meet their users’ de-
mand. We also observe that the number of segments has little
impact on the replication cost, implying that we can use a small
amount of time for adaptive scheduling without incurring in-
creased replication cost. As more and more versions are used in
today’s adaptive streaming systems, our design reduces not only
the waste of computation resource for transcoding, but also the
replication cost of the transcoded segments.
Performance Difference Between the Optimal Solution and

Our Algorithm: Our heuristic user-redirection algorithm is
based on the strategy that users greedily choose the best regions
that can serve them in a distributed manner, and servers also
serve users in a best-effort way. We study how this strategy
will perform compared with the optimal solution. As illustrated
in Fig. 22, each bar represents the performance difference, i.e.,
the difference of achieved by our
design, and the optimal solution based on a brute-force search.
The average difference is 15.2%, indicating that our distributed
algorithm can find most of the users their best regions to receive
the segments.

VI. CONCLUSION
The rapid move to HTTP-based adaptive streaming requires

dedicated strategies for improving the streaming quality for
users and reducing the operation costs for content providers.
Transcoding and delivery have been separately studied for
adaptive video streaming, resulting in a significant waste of
computation resource to transcode useless segments, and sub-
optimal streaming quality due to homogeneous replication of
segments of different versions. Motivated by extensive mea-
surement studies on both professional and social video services,
we propose a joint online transcoding and geo-distributed de-
livery strategy, which allows us to explore a new design space
for adaptive video streaming. We connect video transcoding
and video delivery based on users’ preferences of CDN regions
and regional preference of versions to transcode. Aware of
users’ preferences of CDN regions, our design strategically
performs user redirection so that videos can be streamed at large
bitrates to the users. Taking into consideration heterogeneous
importance of segments and regional preferences of versions
to transcode, our design carefully schedules the transcoding
tasks so that segments are transcoded to satisfy users’ demands

in each region, with little need of cross-region replication.
Optimization problems are formulated and their hardness has
been analyzed; we design heuristic and distributed algorithms
to solve them. Our trace-driven experiments demonstrate
significantly lowered computation resource consumption for
segment transcoding, improved streaming quality for users, and
reduced replication cost for video delivery, all with our design.
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